
Drive informed decision making 
with scalable, intelligent, real-time 
video analytics 
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Flexible Search
  By Face
  By Biographics
  By Time  
Lightening Fast
  One-to-Many
  Multiple databases
  Instant alerts  
Robust Architecture
  Cloud or on-prem 
  thin client Android & 
   IOS Mobile apps
   Real-Time & Post-
   Event Multi-site 
   support  
Easy-to-Customize
  Add Watchlists
  Add Cameras
  Add Alerts

Top-ranked AI/ML recognizes faces, 
persons, vehicles, and objects 
across 100s of cameras

BUILT ON

Lightning-fast
Top-ranked
AI/ML SDK

For sales support or questions, email bd@rankone.io

Increase security and reduce   

     false alarms

Build engagement and identify VIPs 

Automate real-time watchlist and 

      weapons alerts

Read and alert on license plate state 

      and numbers (LPNR)

Enforce quality with simple 

     enrollment process

Support investigations with 

 searchable encounters



Founded in 2015, ROC is an employee-owned company with headquarters in Denver, CO and offices in 

Morgantown, WV and the home offices of some of America’s finest engineers and Computer Vision experts.

We look forward to working with you - as a customer, partner, or colleague - to solve problems, increase 

engagement, and protect our way of life through ethical and responsible Computer Vision technology.

Recognized thought leaders and innovators, with decades of experience and

numerous patents in biometrics, computer vision, and identity solutions.

Engineering-first approach focuses on efficient, effective, and game-changing

solutions that solve customer challenges.

Dedicated to ethical use of emerging technology to make spaces - digital or physical

- safer and more engaging.

Made in the USA

Rank One Computing

Who we are:

Proven experience developing and deploying tailored solutions that increase trust in

online commerce with global financial institutions, strengthen U.S. military and law

enforcement missions, and enhance customer loyalty with leading retail and

entertainment enterprises.

  -  DoD and FBI Biometric identification platforms

  -  Fortune 500 and global banking e-commerce

  -  State and local public safety and law enforcement missions

  -  Trusted traveler and spectator programs

  -  Retail and Entertainment customer engagement and loss prevention

Why choose us:

How we’re different:
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